
WINE BY THE GLASS
SPARKLING AND CHAMPAGNESPARKLING AND CHAMPAGNE

WOLFBERGER, CRÉMANT D'ALSACE BRUT ROSÉ NV … 12     48
Alsace, France

* Vivid, fresh notes of red currant dominate the nose. These also
play on the palate where they are accentuated by finely fizzing

mousse and ample freshness. Light, dry and beautifully tangy. *

CAMILUCCI - FRANCIACORTA SATÈN BRUT DOCG … 13     52
Franciacorta, Italy 2016

* Fine perlage, fresh and lively, with very green apple and pear
nuances, slightly yeasty. Chardonnay 75%, Pinot Noir 20%, Pinot

Blanc 5% *

BILLECART "BRUT RÉSERVE" CHAMPAGNE NV     … 20   80
Mareuil-sur-Aÿ, France

* 40% Pinot Meunier, 30% Pinot Noir, 30% Chardonnay.  Asian
pear, star fruit, pastry and honey with mouthwatering acidity

and creamy finish. *

LANSON CHAMPAGNE FLIGHT $25LANSON CHAMPAGNE FLIGHT $25
CHAMPAGNE LANSON NV "BLACK LABEL" BRUT … 16.5   66

Reims, France
* 50% Pinot Noir, 35% Chardonnay and 15% Pinot Meunier.

Bright and citrusy, hints of toast and honey. Balanced alliance of
vitality and finesse, freshness and elegance. *

CHAMPAGNE LANSON NV ROSE CHAMPAGNE  … 20     80
Reims, France

* Bright, crisp, lively rosé with aromas that are a mix of fresh
lemon, red apple and raspberry, leading to a palate with crisp,

lithe and juicy texture. Strawberry fruit and red berries, finishes
fresh. 50% Pinot Noir, 35% Chardonnay and 15% Meunier, with

7% Bouzy rouge. *

CHAMPAGNE LANSON NV 'WHITE LABEL' DRY SEC … 16.5    66
Reims, France

* Straw yellow color with lively fine bubbles. White flowers and
summer pear are punctuated by mineral notes. Soft and delicate
finish of chalk-minerality and freshness. 38% Chardonnay, 37%

Pinot Noir and 25% Meunier. *

ROSEROSE
YVES CUILLERON "SYBEL" ROSE … 12    48

Chavanay, France 2019
* 100% Syrah. Rhone Valley.  Rose de Saignee. Notes of white
peach and cherry,  with a hint of white pepper on the finish.  

Dry, crisp and refreshing.  *

XAVIER CLUA ‘EL SOLA D’EN POL’ ROSADO    … 11    44
Terra Alta, Spain 2018

* Blend of Garnatxa and Syrah from the sunny but rugged
southern Catalunya's Terra Alta D.O.  Juicy red fruit flavors and

hints of watermelon with a very delicate bite of tannin. Ripe,
tasty fruit that finishes satisfyingly tart and dry.  *

CHÂTEAU PRADEAUX VESPRÉE ROSÉ … 13     52
Saint Cyr-sur-Mer, France 2018

* Cinsault 50%, Mourvèdre 50%. Nose of quince paste, white
pepper, and coarse-ground Indian spices. Big, rich, textured on

the palate.  *

WHITEWHITE
LA STAFFA VERDICCHIO, CASTELLI DI JESI SUPERIORE DOC …

12     48
Le Marche, Italy 2017

* Aromas of lemon, white peach and a hint of lime, while the
palate reveals more lemon and peach with a waxy, slightly

honeyed note. This is bright and elegant with a lovely mineral
spine, refreshing acidity and a saline finish.  *

LAUVERJAT, MOULIN DES VRILLERES SANCERRE … 12   48
Sancerre, France 2019

* Sauvignon Blanc  carries notes of herbs and gooseberries on
the nose. Medium-bodied, crisp and dry, it has flavors of smoky
minerals, juicy tangy citrus and pink grapefruit on the finish. *

DOMAINE WEINBACH PINOT BLANC  … 13     52
Alsace, France 2017

* Vibrant with delicate aromas of orchard fruits and white
blossoms. Well-structured, crisp, and perfectly balanced, cool,

fresh and delicate with a very lively acidity, this delightful pinot
blanc has spot-on balance. Made from biodynamically grown

grapes. *

PAUL HOBBS CROSSBARN, CHARDONNAY … 13     52
Sonoma, California 2017

* Straw yellow, fragrant aromas of white flower, Asian pear,
stone fruit flavors carry the palate along with hints of citrus and

honeysuckle that evolve into a creamy mid-palate, long, clean
finish with crisp acidity. 92% stainless, 8% barrel fermented.  *

REDRED
JOHAN VINEYARDS FARMLANDS PINOT NOIR  … 13     52

Willamette, Oregon 2018
* Light and juicy with notes of red fruit and berries. Notes of

lavender and savory herbs. Fresh with delicate tannin. *

TOGNI REBAIOLI "1703" VINO ROSSO... … 12   48
Lombardy, Italy 2017

* 100% Nebbiolo. Named for a mountain nearby that is 1,703
meters high. 60 year old organic vines. Expressive, bright red

fruit with nice acidity and delicate tannins.  *

DOMAINE MUCYN, "LES SALAMANDRES"  … 12   48
Saint-Joseph, France 2016

* 100% Syrah. Superb dark ruby red in color, with purple hues.
Ripe dark fruits, morello cherry, with spicy notes. Well- balanced

and elegant, rich texture, smooth, but firm tannins.  *

CHATEAU MOULINAT, BORDEAUX BLEND  … 11     44
Bordeaux, France 2019

* Cabernet Sauvignon, Merlot and Cabernet Franc. Rich medium
dark garnet color and terrific aromas of strawberry, cherry,

espresso, and tobacco. Nice lingering finish with baking spices,
caramelized sugar and tobacco.   *

EN NUMEROS VERMELLS “AIAIAI” … 15     60
Priorat, Spain 2018

* The newest wine from our friend and winemaker Silvia Puig
this Garnacha Carignan blend delivers festive aromas of

blueberry, blackberry and raspberry, accented by notes of wet
slate, crushed mint and cocoa.  The flavors lay down more of the
dark but fresh berry fruit and mint flavors with layers and layers

of cocoa, fresh earth, and licorice accents.   *


